Carolina International School
2022-2023
Dress Code Matrix
K-8 Only
Every student must be in full uniform whether he or she is in school, on campus, or under the
school’s jurisdiction, including all school- sponsored activities, whether on- or off-campus, such as
field experiences, academic competitions, and school-sponsored social and recreational events. In
homeroom, if a student is found to be wearing inappropriate attire, a dress code referral will be
written. The students will be sent to the office and offered alternative clothing from the school, or
the student will call their parent/guardian to bring alternate clothing.
The wearing of a uniform will not prohibit students from wearing attire that is part of their religious
practice.
Visit our website to order uniforms.
See the Athletic Handbook for the athletic uniform policy.
STYLE
Polo or rounded neck t-shirt
long or short sleeve

TOPS

BOTTOMS

SHOES

PE

BLOUSES and OXFORDS
button down & long sleeve
SWEATERS
pullover, turtleneck, or cardigan
LAYERED WEAR
sweatshirts or fleece, sweaters or
lightweight
jackets
HEAD WEAR
caps, hats, & hoods
DRESSES, SKIRTS, SKORTS
no shorter than 3 inches above knee
PANTS
cargo or dress
SHORTS
cargo, dress or walking
HOSIERY, TIGHTS, OR
LEGGINGS
may be worn with skirts or jumpers
SOCKS
ATHLETIC
BOOTS
should be covered by pants leg
DRESS
PE SHIRT
Athletic Shorts
no shorter than 3 inches above knee

EXPECTED
Solid red, white or navy blue & have
NO LOGO unless logoed with CIS.
SHOULD have one white polo with CIS
logo
Solid white, navy, or Oxford blue
Solid red, white or navy blue
Solid red, white or navy blue. May have
CIS logo, small logo, or plain for
layered wear only
Headwear worn for religious belief.
Should NOT be worn inside the school
building
Solid khaki/navy or plaid of khaki/navy
Khaki or Navy
Khaki or Navy
Solid black, navy, brown, white, or red (no
neon)
Solid black, navy, brown, white, red (no
neon)
Standard athletic shoes
MUST be no higher than mid-calf if worn
with a dress,
jumper, skirt or skorts.
MUST be close-toe and close-heel.
Gold, blue or other CIS T-shirts acceptable
Solid color gold or navy

